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Smartworking...
Really?

Digital tools are increasingly hailed as a
“solution” to promote gender equality, to
empower women in the workforce. If you
doubt me, see this article in EU
Parliament magazine. In summary, it said:
“We should take advantage of the
technologies that are available to us in order
to achieve so-called ‘smartworking’ – this
means being able to work anywhere there is
a computer and an internet connection,
without having to face hours of traffic to
travel to and from the office on a daily basis,
therefore having full control over how we
organise our days.”
So far, so good. But if we examine
what “smartworking” has entailed in
practice over the past 20 years: it
means constant connectivity i.e.
never being switched off. Many
people probably had better lives
struggling with their daily commute
than they now have with bosses /
clients who expect them to check
their email before they go to bed. Far
from giving “full control over how we
organise our days”, it’s actually
created the opposite: a generation
that is always thinking about work.
Technology was supposed to bring
freedom, it’s actually created a
modern form of indentured slavery.
As someone who has been an
advocate for all of this (consciously
driven by a “better world at work”
since 2005), I’m far from happy with
how things are turning out. Younger
professionals in particular are often
subjected to a “this is what it takes”

attitude i.e. “take it, or we will find
someone who can”.
Sure, technology can be a part of real
smart-working. If professionals also
master the art of disconnecting —
effectively putting up little boundaries
throughout the day — then
technology can help. The
“disconnect” does not have to be a
long one: 15 minutes is often sufficient
to recharge our batteries and restore
energy.
It’s the age-old question: can you
disappoint another to be true to
yourself? That’s about self-esteem,
not technology. Once a professional
has sufficient self-esteem to set
boundaries, then technology can
indeed be a part of the solution, as
opposed to being yet another part of
the problem.
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conference speaker on doing higher
value work and creating more
opportunity via better conversations.
His passion is energising people:
boosting growth through higher
energy levels, that in turn leads to
better dialogue and business growth.
Since 2000, John has been coaching
others to achieve success, with a
particular passion for supporting
professionals “who wish to contribute
rather than just to win, and hence do
higher value work via better
conversations with clients and
colleagues”.
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